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SL Industry Hotel
Address: Niksicki put BB
City: Trebinje
ZIP code: 89101
Country Bosnia and
Herzegovina
Phone +381 11 3960 388
slindustryhotel@bestsolutions.rs

No of rooms

No of halls

NAJVEĆA SALA

49

2

100

Location
30 km from Cilipi airport in Dubrovnik
58 km from Tivat airport

Surrounding
City

Facilities
WiFi
Restaurant
Open parking lot
Business center

About us
SL Industry is a very stylish and modern 4-star hotel located two kilometers from the
center of Trebinje. It is situated in a renovated building which dates back to 1980s. A
mix of modern and industrial style makes the hotel a unique and recognizable place in
the entire region.
Furniture, brick walls, black and white photos, exhibits of industrial tools, and
traditional food will make you feel special and welcome. Hotel SL Industry offers
excellent conditions for relaxation, work, business meetings, events and other
activities.

Accommodation
There are 49 rooms at guests' disposal: 36 modern Economic double rooms, 10 deluxe
king/twin rooms, 2 deluxe twin rooms for disabled persons and 1 Executive Suite.

Conference capacities
SL Industry Hotel is a perfect place for organizing seminars, workshops, business
meetings, cocktail parties and other events that consider high standard of service.
Conference hall of the hotel with its capacity up to 100 seats is completely technically
equipped for different types of business or any other activities.
Besides Conference Hall, Hotel has a Chrystal Hall- capacity of 40 seats. This hall is
convenient for cocktails, banquets and gala dinners.

Additional facilities
Transfer service, Rent-a-Car service
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* Capacities by halls for different seating styles

Technical equipment
Projector
Projection canvas
Microphone
Sound System
Multi functional Boards
Wireless Microphone

Location
SL Industry Hotel is only 30 kilometers away from Čilipi airport - Dubrovnik and 58
kilometers away from Tivat airport. Hotel is offering transfer and rent-a-car service.

GPS coordinates
18.3503 (Dužine / Longitude)
42.7082 (Širine / Latitude)

